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I. EIC ACTIVITIES
DE-106 Stuttgart
The last meeting of ERIC-NORTH members
took place in Stuttgart on 26.11.1993. Ms
Monika Unterholzer participated on behalf of
DG )OOII. Tbpics included typical problems
of the VAGRegime, present state of the
membenhip negotiations with Austria,
common projects of ERIGNORIII in 1994
and charging for TED/BC-NET
ES-203 Sevilla
The EIC organized two seminars in November
and December. 'The Future of Small and
Medium-Sized Enterprises in the World
Economy" on E-?6llIl93 and 'Sensitizing
Enterprises to Innorration' on L7ll2ly3 in
Serrille.
FR-274 Paris
The EIC organized two events in December at
the Paris Chamber of Comneroe and Industry
(CCD. ELJROPARINERSHIP PARIS 93 took
place on 2-3 December and was organized by
the EICb of the GEBI in Bonn (DB1l1), and
the CCIS ftom Madri<l (ES-214), Mlan
(IT-351) and Paris (FR-274). Enterprises in the
medical, foodstufb, environmental and
electronics sectors took part. The second
@nferen@,'lst Europcan Day for Enterprise
Creation', took place on G7 December.
FR-275 Poitou-Charentes
On 18 and 19 November at Futuroscop€ in
Poitien, 400 enterprises participated in
"Futuralia 93', including 150 SMEs from
virtually every Community country. These
included a large oontingent of SMEs from
central and eastern Europe: 'The advantage of
INTERPRISE is that it is accessible to regions
like ours, which are not eligible for Community
structural funds', explained Francois
Descheemaekere, the highly active director of
the Poitiers Euro Info Centre.
I-aunched by the European Commission in
1991, INTERPRISE took its inspiration ftom
the success of EUROPARTENARIAI which
is aimed exclusivelyat those regions eligible for
structural funds. It is in great demand: "The
C-omnission launched INTERPRISE in order
ro stimulate partnenhip by putting enterprises
directly into contact with each other. In 1993,
47 projects were labelled INTERPRISE, which
represents 5000 SMB, including a high
proportion of French ones,'. explained G. eert
Heikens on behalf 
..of the European
C-oqmission, The sucaess .gf'.$" Programme
can be measured by the nurib6r of cooperation
activities it has generated: '30 to 4OVo of.
participating enterprises subsequently
concluded partnership agr@ments,' confirmed
Geert Heikens - a not insigniftcant result
IR-303 Cork
A conferenoe on the European Regional
Dorclopment hrnd was held in Cork by the
South West European Information Cente in
association with its host organisation the @rk
Chamber of Commerce.
There were 8 speaken at the conference,
including representatives ftom the Irish
Department of Finance, semi-state bodies as
well as DG XVI.
Over 100 people attended the conference ftom
all counties of Ireland. The oonference
received both regional press and radio coverage
and was generally agreed to have been very
succssful for all those who participated.
PI-506 Faro
The Director of the Euro Info Centre of
Algawe participated in a colloquium on the
LACE Programme organized bY the
Association of
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Border Regions of Europe. The
communication presented there tackled the
issue of "Planning, Environment and
Infrastructure in Cross-Border Regions", with
specialemphasis on enterprise cooperation
between the regions of Portugal and Spain.
The Director of the EIC also participated in a
seminar organized by the General Union of
Worken on 2 October, where he presented a
communication on the Regional Development
Plan and its application in the Algawe region
IT:353 Bruxelles
CNA and its European cooperation and
information networks are developing a
language project called SPAQ in order to face
the common language obstacles encountered by
enterpreneurs in their daily work
The objective of the omputer assisted multi-
medi4 multilingual qntem (SPAC) is the
carrying out of a linguistiospecialist on-line
dictionary together with a lexical trainer made
up by technical words and a series of typical
sentences on the textile s€ctor.
The basic softc,are will unrk as follmn : the
first step will be the anal5nis of the cxisting
material i.e. letten, both in German and
Italian, provided by some enterprises of the
textile sector, previously contacted by the
Italian Tbxtile Federation of CNA with the
technical support of BGNET BRE and the
EIC.
Once having consulted the on-line gossary the
more used terms will be picked out and
recorded by a special function of the Pc" This
s)6tem will allow small companies and
European @operation @nsultants to pick out
these words and include them in typical
sentences of the sector involved together with
key sentences concerning business letters and
other useful terms in the economic sector.
This selection of sentences and terms will
constitute the practical Part for the trainee.
The fint release of the linguistic qntem witl be
towards the end of June'194 on the basis of
the German'language'$$FlFftti Italian usen,
while the Italian venion for German usen will
be operational in the second year (an
implementation phase foresees xa Fnglish
venion and the inrnhrcment of.other scctors).
The partners taking pan in the LINGUA-
SPAC project are CNA' SIGEDA srl,
Univenity of Maereta and Fern Univenitaet
in Hagcn hr further information, plcase do
not h€sitate to oontact the SPAG LINGUA
Secretariat in Rome (lvfn Cristina BattoliaTbL
0G39ff/5528or ffi74561) or BCNet 7104.2,
BRE IT 498, EIC IT 353.
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ll. EC NEWS
1. WHITE PAPER SPENDING
The European Commission's White Paper on
jobs and growth, aiming for 15 million new
jobs in the EC by the year 2000, foresees total
spending of. 574 billion Ecus on a range of
projects over the next six years. However, the
Paper states that only about 120 billion
European currency units of this would come
from European Community funds, the
European Investment Bank (EIB) or via the
newly created so-called Union Bonds or
Convertibles. The remainder would 'be raised
at the level of the Member State", sap the
Paper, entitled The Challenges and Yhp
Fon*,ard Into the 21st Century. The White
Paper, which will be discussed by EC leaden at
Friday's European Council in Brussels, sa)6 it
expects spending on transport and energ/
networks to total 250 billion Ecus between
1994 and 1999. Ibtal spending on
telerommunications projects over the perio<t is
e)(Pected to amount to 150 billion Eols,
with a further 174 billion Ests on
environmental projects, the Whirc Faper salts
of the total 120 billion Ecus to be pwided at
Community lerrel+T2billionwould be from the
blods budget or the F,IB, 42 billion from the
Union Bonds and six billion Ecus from the
Convertibles. 'Union Bonds for growth would
be issued on tap by the (European) Union for
long maturities to Promote major
infrastructure projects of strategic interest
covering the trans-European networks plus
cross-border projects with EF IAs @ntral and
. 
'Fastern Europe and North Afric4' the Paper
sap.It adds that the beneficiaries would be
project promoters such as public sector
agencies and prinate companies direaly
involved in these network projeca. The EIB
would be invited to appraise and advise the
Commission on the overall structure of the
financial arrangements and act as agent for
individual @ntracts.' Convertibles, the White
Paper sayn, would be guaranteed by the
European Investment Fund which was
conceived at last year's EC summit in
Edinburgh but has yet to be born. The Paper
describes these C-onvertibles as "bonds issued
for long maturities by the private or public
company promoting the project". They would
be either convertible wholly or partly into
shares or investment certificates, accompanied
by subscription warrants giving the holder the
right to buy shares at a certain price, or
performance related through a share in the
profits of the company or venture concerned
2. IJMCB RBPORT ON
COMPBf,ITTVTTT
European employers said,on Thesday-'that
Europe needed more flexilile jobs and called
for a reduced state..rble-gip.the European
economy in order to imProve companies'
ompetitive positions. 'Firms must be able to
respond quickly to changes in the business
environment But they c:rnnot do that if they
are weighed down by the rigid legislative
constraints and high oost burdens, prevalent
throughout the (Eotopean) Community,'
amrding to Carlos Ferrer, president of the
Europcan cmploye'ts federation LTNICts
uNICts said in e report on EuroPe's
ompetitirrc position that there had been a
continuing decline in competitiveness
partiortarly in the last decade. The rePort said
unit labour costs in manufacturing had risen
faster in Europe than in other Parts of the
world, return on capital invested was Poor'
private investment was being crowded out by
relative$ high state spending and public sector
employment in Europe was higher than
elsewhere. LTNICE urged Europea.n leaden at
their summit meeting on Riday to girc toP
priority to reach 'positive conclusions' to
implement a strateg/ for an economic recovery.
3. SINGLE MARKET-POSTAL
SERVICES
The Tblecommunications C-ouncil agreed on
Ttresday that the European Community should
balance the gradual liberalisation of postal
markets with the need to guarantee basig or
"universal", mail sewice. It asked the
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Commission to propose measures by July 1,
1994, defining univenal service and laying
down the obligations of operators who provide
it. It said the Commission should also draft a
definition of services which are "reservable' for
state post offtces and not open to private
competitors. The ministen also said in a
resolution that tarifh should be oriented
toward actual costs and subsidies should be
granted in a transparent way. They said EC
states should launch disctssions aimed at
setting up a new'terminal dues'system under
which postal administrations aompensate each
other for imbalances in mail flows. Dues
should be based on actual @sts and on quality
of service, but the new s)Tstem should also
protect post offices from'abusive' diversions of
mail, the resolution says. It sa)6 the EC must
ensure fair competition betwern universal
service operators and between them and other
postal operators. The ministers also asked the
Cnmmissiqn to draft proposals on the quality
of intra-EC universal service and on
harmonised tectrnical standards. They said
quality standards should also be fixed at
national lerrel but be compatible with the EC
standards, 'taking aooount of national
specificities". They said Oe regulation and
operation of posal services should be
separated and the Panicular ditncttlties of
peripheral regions taken into aooourL The
Council agend the resolution provisionally,
with formal adoption €xPected after texts are
finalised.
4. TRANSPARET.ICY
Under rules adopted by Monda/s General
Affairs Council EC citizens will have the right
to inspect EC documents and the Council will
automatically publish the results of its votes.
The proposed new policy is part of the ECs
campaign to be more'transparent' following
the debates sunounding the ratification of the
Maastricht Tleaty on European Union. The
Council agreed the public should have the
"greatest possible access' to documents of the
ECs C-ouncil of Ministers and executive
European Commission. But access can be
refused on grounds of public interest, privacy,
commercial secr@y, the EC's financial
interests, the confidentiality of the person who
provided the information, or if access to the
document would compromise negotiations. EC
citizens who feel they have been denied access
to documena unjustly can appeal either to an
EC ombudsman or the European Court of
Justice. The Council also decided its votes will
automatically be published unless a majority of
the Council votes against.
5. BNI"ARGEMENIT.
INSTITUTIONS
The European Council must discuss whether
changes to the European Communitt's
procedures for qualified majority voting should
be adapted as Austria, Finland, Sweden and
Norway join, EC officials.. said. Monday's
General Atrairs Council. YAs unable to agree
on whether the percentegefigure for a blocking
minority should be increafdl to take into
account enlargemeng but settled the other two
main institutional issues raised. The Council
ageed on changes to the order of the EC
presidency ftom January 1, 1995 
- 
the date the
four want to join 
- 
so that one large member
satewill alurap form part of the uoika of past,
present and futurc EC presidenci€$ It also
agreed thq @mmission should be increased to
21 mcmben, crhlc.hwi[ mean that the fourncry
cntranB will receive one oommissioner cach,
whfle cxisting member stat€s will retain all of
theirs Some member states, notably Britain'
had argued that the size of the Commission
should b€ reduced as it would beoome
unwicldty if it was cxtended. Disagreement on
the figure needed for a blocking minority
oentred around whether it should be increased
to 27 ftom the present 23. Britain and Spain
disagreed with a prcsidency idea to maintain
the figure at 23 saying it should be increased to
Tl. They fear that their olcm clout will be
diluted once four more countries join the EC
as the smaller countries will be able to club
together more easily to block legislation.
6. BI]LGARIAN TR,ADE
AGREEMENT
European Community foreign ministers have
reached a political decision to unblock an
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interim Bulgarian trade agreement which has
been held up since March because of an
internal EC dispute, diplomats said. They said
the decision also would allow EC association
agreements with Poland and Hungary to come
tully into effect. The Communit/s Belgian
presidency had been pressing for Sofia to get
trade benefits from an association agreement
slgned with the EC last March, especially in
vien, of economic hardship it has suffered as a
result of international trade sanctions against
Serbia and Montenegro. The interim trade
agreement would give Sofia the benefits of the
trade elements in its association agreement
with the Community, which has been signed
but not yet ratified- The deal has been caught
up for months in an internal row over voting
rules in the Council of Ministers. EC member
states have been divided into two broadly
liberal and more Protectionist c:tmps over
proposals by the Commission for changes in
voting rules in cases where some member states
want to overturn Commisslsa rulinp in
antidumping cases. The Bulgarian deal became
caught up in this controversy as both sides
were wary of allowing its provisions for dealing
with trade disputes to be used as a precedent
in resolving the broader disputa The
Hungarian and Polish agreements were signed
in 1991, but there were delap in ratif,cation of
these deals at EC national lwel However, both
Hungary and Poland already have interim trade
agreements in operation with the EC Before
Mondafs meeting, opposition to unblocking
the Bulgarian agreement had beon narrowed
down to Spain which had a reserve on the
matter. Diplomaa said member states would
look for ways to allow the Polish and
Hungarian accords to come into force on
January L, although for this to happen one
month's notice would normally be needed. The
dismantling of EC trade barriers to Sofia
provided for in the Bulgarian interim deal will
get under way on January 1.
7. TRADB AND COOPERATION
AGRBEMBNT.ISRAEL
The General Affain C-ouncil on Tbesday
agreed in principle to negotiate an agreement
with Israel establishing closer links in trade and
cooperation, particularly in science and
research. The Council said in a statement that
it wanted negotiations to start at the beginning
of 1994 and be finished 'as soon as possible."
The new agreement, which is to be negotiated
by the European Comission, is designed to
update and extend a 1975 trade and
cooperation accord with Israel. The final
mandate for negotiation will be agreed formally
on December ?L2!,thestatement said. During
avisit to Brussels on December 1, Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin won broad support for
the proposed trade deal, which he called 'a
justified demand" to show Israelis the benefits
of peace.
8. TRADE AND COOPERATTON
AGREEMENT :MOROCCO
_.. 
.*1._
The European Community has agreed to
negotiate a new trade and oooPeration accord
with Morocco and this is eventually exPected to
lead to a free trade zona The official nenr
agency MAP said Europcan foreign ministers
meeting in Brussels on Monday approved a
mandate for the European Commission to
negotiate the new aocord with Morocco. It said
it was ]'et to be decided whether the nenr
relationship would be an association or a
partnenhip. During prelininary talks in the
past year the deal has been described as a
partnenhip that would lead to a free trade
zone. For Morocco, diplomats have said it
would be the next best thing to membership of
the community. 
'Ihe European Community is
Morocco's biggest trading partner by far, its
largest souroe of investment and financial aid
and its biggest creditor. Moroccan imPorts
from the EC last year were worth 33.8 billion
dirhams ($3.5 billion) and exports to the
community were urcrth 21.7 billion dirhams
62.n bilfton).
9. SINGLE MARKET
Mr Santopinto, Head of C-abinet for Mr
Ruberti, Mr Boyd, Member of the President's
Cabinet, and Mr Buti, Member of Mr Vanni
d'Archirafi's cabinet, attended the discussion
on this item.
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Mr Vanni d'Archirafi said that a majority of
the public and enterprises have a positive
perception of how the single market functions.
He noted that the single market is still at the
centre of European integration, and that its
development must make an essential
contribution to competitiveness, growth and
employmenl Even if it is difficult to erraluate
the single market in economic terns, there can
be no doubt that there is still action being
taken due to anticipation of the single market
by eonomic operators and that this positive
trend will grow with the actual entry into force
of certain mq$ures that have already been
approved. The elimination of border checks
was an important slgn to enterprises. What
should be done now is to oomplete the basic
legal framework, reinforce adminisllxlivp
cooperation between the national
adminisftations, ensure easier access to the
oourts, and encourage the implementation of
Community standards. Competition will have
to be improved in the sectors of enerry,
telecommunications and transporl
It is important to simultaneously approve the
strategic programme for deepening the single
market and the White Paper on competition,
grorrth and employment r astly, Mr Vanni
d'Archirafi emphasized that the potential
offered by the single market could only be fuily
exploited by an action aimed at SMEs,
designed to exploit their strengths and oorrect
their wealnesses through a rrariety of measures
taken within a frameryork of partnership with
the Member States. Enterprise policy will have
to be developed primarily via the intermediary
of an integrated Community initiative
Programme' 
''' 
-*i!,'
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III. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Question :
We would like to know more about the
European Community legislation concerning
the fuel that is used in the so called "four
stroked outboard motors' in boats which sail in
flora and fauna protected area.
Answer:
Further to your telefax dated 18. 11. 93 in which
you enquired whether there is any Community
legislation concerning the fuel used in four
stroked outboard boat motors sailing in flora
of protected areas, please note the following :
Our expert in DG XI (Environment) informs
us that there is no specific legislation
concerning this subjecl
Honever, please note that three yean ago the
TNO Consultancy group canied out for the
Commission a general study on exhaust gases
ftom pleasure vessel engines.
The Commission has also given a mandate to
the CEN to adopt at EuroPean lex/el the ISO
Standard (81)78 relating to tests and methods
for pleasure vessel engines. It will be adopted
definitively as an EN standard in June 1994.
In addition, the Commission is present$
working on a draft legislative text relating to
orhaust gas emissions from road mobile
machines. This doctrment will not concern fuel
used in four stroked outboard engines but only
diesel engines. According to our source, the
apptication of this t€xt might possibly be
extended to vessel's engines in the future.
Question :
I would be grateful if you could supply us with
the relevant information on public
procurement.
Public Procurement Directive Services
92t50|F,E.C
Our client is a procurement officer of a
university, responsible for maintenance and
cleaning of the univenity premises. As from
lfrDB servicesdirective 9?50 must be applied
16 s[eaning oontracts. He has got the following
quesions :
1. The present contracts, which have
been running for a number of Years,
are automatically ortended from year
to year and do not.specify a sp-ecific
final date. From"time to time the
. 
procurement gfficer_chtcks informally
in the market afit'' with collegues
whether the rates charged bY the
company concerne4 are still at a
reasonable lerrel Satisfaction with the
present supplier and therefore
continuationof the ontract muld thtts
be maintain€d for Years. At what
moment will the university be obliged
to issue an official tender under the
new servioes directive ?
2. Under the services directive is it
allowed to agree on a @ntract with an
indefinite running time, with
cancellation period for both Pafti€s at
3 or 6 months ?
3. The awarding authority is perfectty
happy with the present services
provider and would like to continue
with this company, even his price
would be higher than comPetitors.
When a new tender is issued, is it
possible to include in the selection
criteria of the tender that the contract
will be awarded to the present suPPlier
in case the competirors fail to bid at a
5 or llVo lower level ?
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Answer :
With regard to your telefax of 15. 11.93
regarding the Services Directive and, in
particular, the moment at which your client" a
university, will be obliged to issue an official
tender for cleaning services, whether a contract
can be agreed on for an indefinite period and
whether he could stipulate that the oontract
would only be awarded to a new supplier if the
lattefs prices are 5 to 10 Vo lwter than those
of the present supplier, please note the
following:
1. The moment at whtch your client will
be obliged to issue an ollicial
invitation to tender
In your question you informed us that
the present oontracB awarded by your
client are automatically extended from
year to year and do not specify a final
date. Our sources confirmed that,
when the oontract is due for renewal,
your client should cramine the value
of this in the light of Article 7 of the
Services Directive (1). If the estimated
contract nalue is aborre the threshold
of 200,000 ECU, he will be subject to
the tenns of this directive and
consequently, the obligation to publish
an invitation to tender in the Official
Journal.
2. The possibility of e contract with rn
indefinitc nrnning time with I
cancellation perid for both partia at
3 or 6 months
Our sources confirmed that it would
not be possible to award a contract for
an indefinite running time. The
acceptable duration of a contract in
the framework of the Services
Directive ranges from 3 to 5 years.
Furthermore, you should draw Your
client's attention to the following
articles of this directive :
- Article 7, ParagraPh 5 covers
the rules for calculating the
estimated contract value of
contracts with a term of 48
months or less and those with
a tenn of more than €
months;
- Articte 11, ParagraPh 2 (f)
confirms the conditions under
which a oontract originallY
awarded via an oPen or
restricted procedure may be
renested via a negotiated
procedure uP to a maximum
of 3 Years after the conclusion
of the original contract
3. The possibilify of awarding the
- 
coniract to tli'e'pr61fi('supplier unless
competitors bid at 5 to l0 % lower
rates
Our sources confirmed that this would
be considered as discrimination against
new service providen and would
therefore be against the principle of
equality laid down in Article 3,
Paragraph 2 of the Sewices Directive.
Question:
All economic power is unrestrictedly in the
hands of the giants in distribution. SMEs are
along and constantly troubled by social and
environmental problems, etc Do we want
disuibution to supplant industry?
Answer:
Tfade and distribution have an impaa on the
entire population (340 million) of the
European Community and are an essential
dimension of economic activity. Most goods,
and many services, are passed from the
producer to the oonsumer via commercial
transactions. This sector accounts for around
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lTVo of. production and employment, and it
should be noted that it comprises 4.2 million
enterprises, most of which are small and
medium-sized enterprises employing less than
500 people.
The economy can only prosper durably if
production and distribution activities are
developed in a balanced and simultan@us
manner. The rise of the American and
European economies in the lfth century and,
more recently, the relative prosperity of the
economies of the Rr F^st clearly show the
importance of this balance. On the other han4
the recent changes in central and eastern
Europe are a striking illustration of the failure
of any s5ntem of production that is cut offfrom
the mles of the markeL These rules are the
only ones capable of ensuring a suitable
balance between production and @nsumers'
needs.
Enterprises active in the commercial and
distribution sector are, like all other
enterprises, subject to the same Community
rules regarding social, environmental and other
aspects. with regard to competition in
particular, the rules laid doqm in the Tleaty
establishing the . European Communities
stipulated that agreements between enterprises
which restrict comPetition shall be banned.
Elrceptions to this general principte are
possible in the case of agre€ments which
'contribute towards improving technical or
economic Progress, while at the same time
reserving an equitable proportion of the
resulting profit for users...' and which resPect
the conditions laid down in Article 85 of the
Tteaty.
European C-ommunity policy to assist
enterprises has primarily been developed since
1986, but the real legal and financial base for
this policy was the Council decision of 28 July
1989 which aimed to improve the enterPrise
environment and promote the development of
enterprises, especially small and medium-sized
enterprises. The essential objectives of this
policy are: the drafting of company legislation
that favours the implantation and development
of enterprises in the C-ommunity; the creation
of an economic environment that encourages
enterprises to thrive in the single market,
especially by eliminating administrative,
financial and legal restrictions that hinder the
creation and development of enterprises and by
promoting cooperation between enterprises
from different regions of the Community.
The specific problems and conditions of SMEs
are taken into account by the C-ommunity
institutions when defining and implementing
policies in all domains, whether regional,
social" fscal, environmental, or others. Since
1986, the Commission has becn acompanying
all proposals it makes to the C,ouncil and
Parliament with an assessment of its impact on
enterprises -especially SMES - and on job
creation. The impaa assessment also includes
data on consultations with the professional
organizations oncerned by.'the proposal. The
other legislative authorities are thus fully
infoimed <ir au th6'irqil{iftions a given
proposal has for enterprises.
Question:
Is there a document in Europe oovering issues
concerning the technolosf watch, especially as
regards qmthesized materials?
Answer:
We are not aware of any Communitydocument
which specifically meets the needs of this
enterprise. However, the tools and semices
mentioned in the following points could prove
useful.
1. Data base on C-ommunity R&D
The CORDIS sewice set uP bY the
Commission of the European C-ommunities
includes, among other things, data bases on
projeas, publications and the results of
Community R&D. The use of these data bases
could constitute a useful component in any
technologr watch stmtegy in this area.
However, this information should be
complemented with other national and
international sources (see, in particular, point
4 below).
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2. Private or national publications
Given that your question concerns the
existence of a publication on technolory watch
in Europe, it is possible that there are national
or private publications which are pertinent to
this question. For further information, we
recommend that you @ntact one of the
organizations mentioned in point 3 below.
3. Some examples of services in the area
of the technologl watch in your region
VALUE Relay Centre
within the ftamework of the VALLJE
progmmme concerning the valoriztion of
Community R&D results, the European
Commission has created a network of
information @ntres which, amongst other
things, disseminate information on Community
research and development
Given that these @ntres are based in host
structures that are broadly experienoed in this
area, they can also supplement the R&D
information they provide with other national
and international information.
One of the Rench members of this net*ork is
the Assembly of Frencl Chambcn of
Commerce and Industry (ARIST), which has
set up a sub-network to ensure improved
geographical correraga This Relay Centre's
representative for your region is Patrice Hgde,
ARIST Rh6ne-Alpes ,1b1.: 72 ll 43 Zl, Fax:. 72
IL 43 62.
Our sources within this relay centre have also
informed us that ARIST has developed a
special computer pro$am for the technolory
watch (BRISE PC) which has already been set
up with some of their clients. This is, in effect,
a system specially designed for SMEs.
World Tfade Centre: Lyon Commerce
International
Lyon Commerce International regularly
organizes (about onoe every two months)
information meetings on the technologt watclt-
Contacc Mn Anne Dumas
lb1.:72 Q 57 32
. .' 
-n;1"';7t'.
Euro Info Centre in Lyons
The Lyons Chamber of Commercg which is
the host organization for the Euro Info Cenug
is anrrentty developing services in the area of
the technolory watch (including sectoral
studies):
€ontact Philippe Carlevan
T.Et':72 N 57 n
The VALUE Relay Cenue and the Euro Info
Crntre both have aooess to the @RDIS
s)6tem mentioned above.
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IV. PUBLICATIONS
EIC
BE-005 Brussels
'Final report on tele
port enterprises. Experience exchange
pr9@!!!q9'-
Report of the inter-regional cooPeration
programme'Experience Exchange between
European Regions', managed by the European
Centre for Regional Development, CEDRE
'Overheidsstimulansenvoorondememin -
1993. rr2 pp.
New edition of the publication dealing with
public sector aid to enterprises, aid to
investors, recruitment and training, R&D,
export, etc"
DF-106 Stuttgart
'Iritfaden zur KooperationsambahnunC . L99J.
15 PP-
The guide exptains the different instruments
for preparing coopemtion between companies
offered by the EIC These instruments are
mainly BRE" BGNET and \hns. The guide
also contains detailed cooPeration profiles in
German and English which the interested firms
have to fill in.
'Iritfaden fur das Frankreicheeschaft'.
September L993.Z0pp
This practical guide which has recently been
revised gives an overview of all poins which
have to be considered when doing business
with France. It is especially directed at crafts
companies providing them with information
about the economic situation in France, the
handicrafts, trade laws, tax laws and many other
points. [t also contains practical tips for sales
@ntracts and technical rules and standards. A
last part is dedicated to useful addresses in
France and Germany.
DF-108 Berliq DF-lUt Brcmen, DDtl6
Hannovtr, DF-118 Kiel' UTP COMEIT ASE
'@'
Practical gui<le giving hints and advice on how
to handle and to nanage an R&D Proiect
within the framennrk of an EC prognmme in
the best way. Also oontains information about
the juridical part as well as the exploitation of
a project
<-..
FR-275 Poitou-Charentes
'I-a PAC - Avenir du monde rural et
mondialisation des dchanqes agricoles".
96 pages - L,es Editions d'organisation
ISBN 2. 7081-1616-9, FF 59
OTHERS
'Jessi News'
Information quarterly on the European
microelectronics industry (ftee of charge from
the Jessi Office, Elektrastrasse, 6A', D-8000
Munich 81).
"EC Tfade and Professional Asso
their Information'.19y3.ISBN 2 930066 08 3,
BF 4,900 (+6Vo VAI + BF 600 for airmail),
available in French and English
(Euroconfidentiek BP 54, 8-1330 Rixensart'
Belgium. T&ll.z32-2452U28r', Rx 653 0180
C-ontains practical information for some 600
associations: addresses, telephone numben, fax
numbers, oontact people, working languages' as
well as the name, address, etc. of each member
(4,500).
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"Oirectorv of Cninae e
Economic Relations & T[ade'. 1993. 1,065 pp.
ISBN 7 80004 183 2, BF 6,900
(Euroconfidentiel: see address above).
Contains information on 4,000 enterprises
authorized to import and export.
'Directorv of rcreien ComP
Representative Offrces in China'. 1993. 2 tlol.
ISBN 7 80003 E5 l, BF 7,900
(Euroconfidentiel: see address above).
&ntains a list of 7, (X)0 representative offices
registered in China before January 1993.
"Assessorament empresafl' (Gran Via Carlos
III, 51, entlo.3a,08028 Barcelona, Spain. Tbl.:
339 00 04, Far 411 09 84).
Free bulletin in Spanish and Catalan intended
for enterprises. Cnntains information mainly
aimed at a Spanish readenhiP.
"21 regional research re
crossborder trade' ([he Economist Intelligence
Unit, PO Box 154, Dartford, Kent DAI IQB
United Kingdom)
This publication contains research reports on
countries in errery region of the world- Some
reports are practical guides on horr to do
business in a partiorlar country, while other are
detailed assessmenB of a countqyrs economic
and political performance.
'Les ddlais de paiement dans lc
commerciales' (FIEq Avenue I-ouise 66, 1050
Brussels, Belgium).
Anailable in-three latrgua$$';(DE, EN, FR).
sBqv4 22t4.
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V. CALLS FOR PROPOSALS OFFICIAL
JOURNAL DEADLINES
INFO MARKETS
This the bilingual version of Info Markets,
published by DG )OilII of the European
Commission for the Euro Info Centre network
Voici la venion bilingue d'Info Markets
publide par la DG )OilII de la Commission des
Communaut€s Europdennes Pour le r€seau
Euro Info Centres.
Key / hgende
(*)
(e)
Erreur au JO/TED. Donn€es
fournies Par le service
responsable
A = Accelerated (Expedited)
Procedure
Procedure acr,6l6r6e
ADVNOT = Adrrance noticeAI\,IAN = APpel aux manifestations
d'interet
Appel de d6claration d'interet
AO = Appel d'ofres
AP = Appel aux propositions (call
for proPosals)
CEXP = Call for expressions of
interest
= Calls published since the last
edition of this note
Appels pubtids depuis la
derni0re 6dition de oette
note
= Error in OJIED. Data DOC
provided by the department
responsible
= Communication or notice
C-ommunication ou avis
= Corrigendum
= Call for proposals (appel
aux propositions)
= Deadline for requesting
documentation
= non-compulsary deadlinefor t.equest.ing
documehtation
dafeliq[te.&cultative Pourles demandes de
documentation
= Deadline / Date limite
= Deadline for receipt of
applications (restricted
procedure)
Date limite de r6ception
des demandes de
participation (procddure
restreinte)
=Availability of
documentation
Disponibilit6 de la
documentation
= Documentation arrailable as
from (date)
Documentation disponible
i partir de (date)
=Documentation available
after (date)
Documentation disponible
aprOs (date)
= Invitation to tender /
call for tenders
= OPen procedure /
proc€dure ouverte
= Avis de pr6information
: Restricted procedure /
Procddure restreintef
coM
coR
CP
DAf,DOC
DATDOC (*)
DAtrL
DAf,L-R
. DOC >=
.DOC>
IT
o
PREINF
R
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This publication has been shortened in order
to enable it to be sent to EICs in one single
VANS electronic mail file. It now focusses
purely on calls for tenden and proposals for
EC programmes published by the Commission
and Commission study and service contracts
related to EC affaires. Fior information on
other EC-related calls for tenden (e.g. supply
contracts for the EC institutions), please
consult TED.
Cette publication a 6t6 rationnalisde, afin de
nous permettre de I'envoyer aux EIC en un
seul fichier de courrier dlectronique (VANS).
Elle recouwe notamment les appels e
propositions pour les Programmes
communautaires, ainsi que les appels d'offres
pour des dtudes et services li€s aux affaires
communautaires. Pour des informations
relatives arx autres appels publi6s par les
institutions communautaires (p.ex les appels en
matiere de fournitures), veuillez consulter
TED.
SPECIFTC RTD PROGRAMME FOR
BToTECHNOLOGY (CP)
PROGRAMME SPcCIFIQI.JE DE RDT
DANS LE DOMAINE DE LA
BIOTECHNOITGIE (AP)
DAtrL :93.12.15 OJ/JOCE S 118f74 & C
168117,93.06. 19
MAST : RTD - MARINE SCIENCE AI'ID
TECHNOLOGY (CP)
MAST : RDT - SCIENCES ET
TECHNOLOGIES MARINES (AP)
DAtrL 293.r2.r5 (CoR)
oJ/JOCE S 143/119 & C 2U3lL5, 93. 07 .n & S
180/82, 93.09. 15
VALUE II : E)QLOITAIION OF RID
RESULTS. ADDRESSED TO
CONTRACTORS FROM EC PROJECTS
AND THETR LICENCEES AND/OR
E)(PLOnATION PARTNERS (COM)
VALUE II : VALORISAIION DES
RESULTA|S DE I-A RDT
COMMUNAI-ITAIRE" ADDRESSE AUX
CONTRASIANTS DES PROJETS DE RDT
COMMUNAUTAIRES AINSI QU'A LEURS
LTCENCIES ET/OU LEURS
PARTENAIRES POUR LEXPLOITATION
(coM)
DATL :93.12.15 OJ/JOCE S 181/70,93.09. 16
IMPACT (INFORMAITON SERVTCES
MARKET PROGRAMME) : SERVICES
FOR PREPARATION, IMPLEMENTATION
& FOLLOW-UP OF ACTMTIES (IlO)
IMPACT (PROGRAMME POUR
LE"TABLISSEMENT D'UN MARCHE DES
SERVICES DE LINFORMATION) :
PREPARATION, MISE EN OEUVRE ET
SUIVI DES DIFFERENTES ACTTVTIES
(Ao-o)
DATL : /3.L2.22 DATDOC : 93.lL.tZ
oJAOCE S 2L2190, y3. r0. 29
DISTRIBUTORS TO ACT.A^S GATEWAYS
FOR EC DATABASES (COM)
DIFFTJSEURS DE o TyTp,r.::iefiffi\f,ftf
POUR LES BASES DE DONNEES
CoMMUNALTIAIRES (COM)
DATL:93.L2.24
oJ/JOCE S 229 1129, v3. Ll. 24
PILOT SCHEMES TO PREPARE,
PROMOTE OR FACILITATE
PARIICIPAf,ION
BY COMPANIES IN AN
ET.IVIRONMENf,AL MANAGEMENT &
AUDIT SCI{EME (rI.O)
OPERATIONS PILOTES VISANT A
PREPARER, PROMOUVOIR OU
FACILITER I.A PARTICIPATION DES
ENTREPRISES A UN SYSTEME DEGESTION ET D'AUDIT
ETWTRoNNEMENf, AI-rX (AO-O)
DATL : 93.12.31 DAIDOC : 93. 10. 10
oJ s 17?84 & C 247 16,93.(B. l0
STOA : SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
OPTIONS ASSESSMEM EUROPEA}.I
PARLIAMEM STOA SCHOI.ARSHIPS
(coM)
STOA : (EVALUATION DES OPTIONS
SCIENTIFIQUES ET TECHNIQUES),
PARLEMENT EUROPEEN, BOURSES
sToA (coM)
EVALUAIION : BEGINNING/DEBUT 1994
oJ/JOCE C L79n, 93. 07. 01
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STUDY ON URBAN AIR-QUALITY
MODELLING OF NON-REACTIVE
POLLI-TTANTS IN SELECTED EUROPEAN
crTrEs (rT-o)
ETUDE : QUALITE DE LAIR URBAIN -
MODELISATION DE POLLUANTS
NON.REACTIFS DANS CERTAINES
VILLES EUROPEENNES (AO-O)
DATL : 94.Or.A DAf,DOC : 93. l2.OB
oJ/JOCE S 2251t05,93. 11.18
TECHNICAL IMPLEME}{TIATION OF TFIE
EURES NETWORK'S GENERAL
INFORMATION DATABASE AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONTENT
(rr-o)
MISE EN OEUTYRE TECHNIQUE &
DEVELOPPEMENTDU CONTENU DE I..A.
BASE DE DONNEES 'INFORMATTONS
GENERALES" RESEAU EURES (AO-O)
DATL : 94.01.05 DAtrDOC : 93.12.15
oJ/JOCE S 23380 & C 3222;0, 93. 11. 30
DEFINITION OF FUNCTIONAL
SPECIFICATIONS : TRANS EUROPEAT'I
GENERIC SERVICES (X.400, FILE
TRANSFER & INTERACTTVEACCESS TO
DATABASES) (IT-R)
ETABLISSEMENT DE SPECIFICAfiONS
FONCTIONNELLES : SERVICES
GENERIQUES TRAI.ISEUROPEENS ()c 400,
TRANSFERT DE FICHIERS ET ACCES
INTERACTIF A DES BASES DE
DONNEES) (AO-R)
DAIL-R:94.01.06
oJ/JOCE S B3n9 & C 322119, 93. 11. 30
PROVISTON OF STIAflSTICAL SERVICES
(rT-o)
PRESTATIONS DE SERVICES
STAilSTTQUES (AO-O)
DATL : 94.01.08 DAtrDOC : 93.12.17
oJ/JOCE S 2t8n 6, 93. 11. 09
STUDY ON ENFORCEMENTOPTIONS TO
SECURE STRICTER COMPLIANCE WTTTI
INTERNATIONAL AND EC RULES ON
SAFETY AT SEA & POLLUTION
PREVENTTON (rT-O)
ETUDE : OPTIONS DESTINEES A
ASSURER UN RESPECT PLUS STRICT
DES REGLES INTERNATIONALES ET
COMMUNAUXAIRES SUR I./' SECURITE
MARMME ET I-A PREVENTION DE I-A
POLLUTION (AO-O)
DATL : 94.01. 10 DATDOC :93.tL.17
OJ/JOCE S 211189, 93.10.28
COORDINATION OF A NETWORK OF
EXPERTS KNOWN AS THE'EUROPEAN
OBSERVATORY FOR EAMILY POLICIES"
(n-o)
COORDINATION D'UN R6SEAU
D'EXPERTS DENOMME'OBSERVATOIRE
EUROPEEN DES POLITIQUES
FAMILIALES' (AO-O)
DATL 294.01.14 DAf,DOC 293.12.17
oJ/JOCE S223Bl & C31Or23,93.11.16
RTD AND DEMONSTRAflON IN JTT{E
FIELD OF AG.RICULTURE &
AG-R O - I N D U S Th.Y*ryIECLU D I N G
FTSHERTES (CP)
RDT ET DEMONSTRAflON DANS LE
DOMAINE DE LAGRICULTURE ET
LAGRO-INDUSTRIE, Y COMPRIS I-A
PECHE (AP)
DAilL: %.01. 14 OJ/JOCE S 180t8,93. ()9. 15
IMPACT : INFo EURO ACCESS (CE)C)
(AMAN)
DAtrL: 94.01.15 OJ/JOCE S 1JZB5 & C
?ffi1t4,93.10.01
AIR QUALITY MODELLING OF AIR
POLLUTTON BY OZONE (rI-O)
MODELISATION DE I-A QUALITE DE
LAIR - OZONE (AO-O)
DAf,L : 94.01. 16 DAf,DOC : 93.12.?2
oJ/JOCE S 235 1t22, 93. 12. m
CONSUUIANCY, STUDIES OR PILOT
PROJECTS CONCERNING
COOPERATIVES OR THE MUTUAL /
NON-PROFTT-MAKING SECTOR (CE)(P)
E)(PERTISE ETUDES OU PROJETS
PILOTES CONCERNANT LES DOMAINES
COOPERATIF, ASSOCIATIF ET
MUTUALISTE (AMAN)
DATL:.94.O1.17
oJ/JOCE S 239n9, 93. 12. 08
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RENEWAL OF THE EQUIPMENT'
SOFTWARE, OPERATIONAL AND
CONTRACTTJAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE
ovrDE HosT (EP) (COM)
RENOUVELLEMENT DE
I-:ENVIRONNEMENT MATERIEL,
LOGICIEL, OPERATIONNEL ET
CONTRACTUEL DU SERVEUR
HERBERGEANT LE SERVICE OVIDE
(PE) (coM)
DATL :94.0L.2I
oJ/JOCE S 232193, y3. fl . n
SUPPORT FOR PILOT PROJECTS TO
CONSERVE THE COMMUNITY'S
ARCHITECTURAL HERIXAGE (CP)
AIDE POUR DES PROJETS PII,OTES
VISANTA CONSERVER LE PAf,RIMOINE
ARCHITECTURAL DE LA
CoMMUNAUTE (AP)
DATL: 94.01.31 DOC > 93.11.04
oJ/JOCE S 2ffi1t29 & Cn5ll6,93. 10. 13
STUDY ON TFIE IMPACT OF THE
EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF VOCATIONAL
TRAINING (rI:O)
ETUDE SUR LIMPACT DU CENTRE
EUROPEEN POUR LE DE\IEIPPPEMENT
DE I.A FORMANON PROFESSIONNELLE
(Ao-o)
DATL:94.02.I0
oJ/JOCE S 238lyl, y3. 12. 07
TELEMATIC SYSTEMS (RID) : AREA 5,
LTBRARIES (CP)
SYSTEMES TELEMAilQUES (RDT) :
DOMAINE 5, BIBLIOTFIEOUES (AP)
DATL:.94.U2.L5
oJ/JOCE S 223190 & C3r0r22,93. 11. 16
oJ/JOCE S 15U103 & C2rL24,93.08.05
(EXPANSION AWARDS FOR
PREPARING PROPOSAIS / PRIMES A
LE)GANSION POUR I-A
PREPARAf,ION DES PROPOSnONS)
SPRINT : SCIENCE PARK CONSUUXANCY
SCHEME (CP)
SPRINT : PROGRAMME DE SOUTIEN
AUX PARCS SCIENTIFIQUES (AP)
DAIL:94.03.11
oJ/JOCE S 237 lrrT & C 3z8ll5 , 93 . 12. M
MAST: ORGANISATION OF ADVANCED
STUDY COURSES IN THE FIELD OF
MARINE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
rN lees (cP)
MAST : ORGANISATTON DE COURS DE
PERFECTIONNEMENT EN SCIENCES ET
TECHNOLOGIES MARINES IN 1995 (AP)
DATL : 94.M.O7 OJ/JOCE S 18083, 93. 09. 15
PROGRAMME FOR HUMAN CAPITAL &
MOBILITY (CP) (CONTINUOUS
PROCEDURE) CAPITAL HTJMAIN ET
MOBILIT6 (AP) (PROC6DURE
coNTINttE)
oJ/JOCE S 106/68 & C L39119, yZ.O6.m
RESEARCFI & TECH. ASSISIANCE :
COMBAMING SOCIAL EXCLUSION
(CEXP)
ETUDES ET MISSIONS D'ASSISTANCE
TECHNIQUE '-1UX1Ii1Tf CONTRE
LEXCLUSION SOCIALE (AIvfAN)
NO DEADLINE / PAS D'6CH6ANCE
oJ/JOCE S 74195 & C 1052:0, 93. 04. 16
TECHNICAL A,SSISTANCE : INDUSTRIAL
AIIEAIRS (CE)(P)
A.SSISTAT.ICE TECHNIQUE : AFEAIRES
INDUSTRIEIIES (AI\4AN)
NO DEADLINE / PAS D'6CTI6AT.ICE
oJ/JOCE S 146197 & C 2M19, 93.07.30
STOA : SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
oPTIONS ASSESSMENT EUROPEAN
PARLIAMEM PROJECT CONTRACTORS
& EXPERTS (CE)G)
STOA : (EVALUAf,ION DES OPTIONS
SCIENTIFIQUES ET TECHNIQUES),
PARLEMENT EUROPEEN,
CoNTRACIANTS ET EXPERTS (AMAN)
NO DEADLINE / PA.S D'ECHEAI'{CE
oJ/JOCE C179n,%.07.01
STUDIES : SOCIAL PROTECTION
(INCLUDING SOCIALSECURITY, SOCIAL
ASSISTANCE AND SUPPLEMEI"IT]ARY
socIAL WELEARE PROVISION) (CEXP)
ETUDES : PRoTECTION SOCIALE (Y
COMPRIS I.A S6CURIT6 SOCTALE LAIDE
SOCIALE ET LES DISPOSITIONS
CoMPIJMET ITAIRES) (AMAN)
NO DEADLINE / PAS D'6CH6ANCE
oJ/JOCE S 39/80 & C 54E, %.m.25
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VALUE SME : DISSEMINATION AND
UTTLISATTON OF R & D RESULTS (COM)
VALUE PME - DIFFUSION ET
UTILISATION DFS RdSUUTATS DE I-A
RDT (CoM)
oJ/JOCE S Brn 4. 92. 07 . 09
STUDIES RELATING TO THE
(CEXP)
ETUDES DANS LE DOMAINE
EAMILLE (AMAN)
NO DEADLINE / PAS D'6CH6ANCE
oJ/JOCE S 5?68 & C 74121, 93. 03. 16
CONSUUTANCY : INTERNAL MARKET
AND INDUSTRIAL AIIEAIRS AND IN
PARTICUI-AR PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
(cExP)
CONSUUIANCE : MARCH6 INT6RIEUR
ET AI.-EAIRES INDUSTRIELLES E*[ EN
PARTICULIER, LES MARCHdS PUBLICS
(AMAN)
NO DEADLINE / PAS D'€CH€ANCE
OJ/JOCE S 114/83, Yz.M.13
VALUE I[, PROJECTS FOR THE
EXPLOTTATION OF EC RTD RESUUTS
(coM)
VALUE II, PROJETS POUR LA
VALORISAIION DES ReSUUIATS DE LA
RDT COMMUNAUTAIRE (COM)
NO DEADLINE / PAS D'6CH6ANCE
OJ/JOCE S n4n6 & C230n ,92.09.08
STUDIES REI-ATING TO SPACE (CEXP)
ETUDES DANS LE DOMAINE DE
LESPACE (AMAI{)
NO DEADLINE / PAS D'dCHEANCE
OJ/JOCE S 101/88 & C 146114, 93.05.?5
(.) cAl.rcELI-Af,toN oF NoTICE FOR
TECHNICAL ASSI$TANCE FOR TEMPUS
ANNUI-ATION D'UN AVIS D'APPEL
D'OFFRES - ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE
POUR LE PROGRAMME IE-MPUS
ORIGINAL REE /'BI' Tt''t'NTAINALE :
oJ/JOCE S 207 165, 93. rO. 22
CANCELLATION i ANNULATION :
oJ/JOCE S 24211.t8, 93. t2. Ll
EAMILY
DE LA
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VI. SEMINARS, CONFERENCES,
WORKSHOPS
JANUARY 1994
'Confercnce on EC-programme SAVE
Organised by: DE 108 Berlin
Information from : DE 108 Berlin
'Informative meeting on EUROPARTENARHT
Poland"
Organised by: DE 108 Berlin
Information ftom : DE 108 Berlin
MARCH 1994
17 -18N3 | L994 - Amsterdam
'Eurrpean Medical Technologr Exchange'
Organised by : InnonatieCentrum Amsterdam
in cooperation with AIWAR (France) and
with the support of the SPRINT programme
(European Community)
Information ftom : Marianne Nouwens,
InnorratieCentrum A-H, Poqtlus 19408, 1000
GK Amsterdam. 1bl.:31J114207081 R:c :
3r-20-6207839
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
As this is the lasr issue of the Newsletter for 1993, we would like to take this oPportunity to wish you
all a very happy and peaceful Christmas and look forward to resuming our ollaboration in the New
Year.
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Next issue z 17.01.L994
Date of receipt of information : 07 -0L-t994
For further information or contributions to the EIC nes/sletter,
please contact :
Ms IL MCHUGH
DG )OilII
rue d'Arlon 80
Ofiice 4/55
8-1040 Brussels
Tel. zO2-28fl.LS.&
Far : 02-230.05.20
Etlitor : Mr. Jean-Pierre FIABER
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